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Abstract 
 

We propose and test an extension of the energy grained master equation (EGME) for treating 

nonadiabatic (NA) hopping between different potential energy surfaces, which enables us to 

model the competition between stepwise collisional relaxation and kinetic processes which 

transfer population between different electronic states of the same spin symmetry. By 

incorporating Zhu-Nakamura theory into the EGME, we are able to treat nonadiabatic passages 

beyond the simple Landau-Zener approximation, along with corresponding treatments of zero-

point energy and tunnelling probability. To evaluate the performance of this NA-EGME 

approach, we carried out detailed studies of the UV photodynamics of the volatile organic 

compound C6-hydroperoxyaldehyde (C6-HPALD) using on-the-fly ab initio molecular 

dynamics and trajectory surface hopping. For this multi-chromophore molecule, we show that 

the EGME is able to capture important aspects of the dynamics, including kinetic timescales, 

and diabatic trapping. Such an approach provides a promising and efficient strategy for treating 

the long-time dynamics of photoexcited molecules in regimes which are difficult to capture 

using atomistic on-the-fly molecular dynamics. 

 

 

1. Introduction 
Accuracy of molecular photodynamic simulations in the excited state is inherently constrained 

by the dimensionality of the system. Exact non-relativistic quantum mechanical dynamics of a 

nuclear wavepacket can be described by solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation, but 

exponential scaling limits this approach to small molecular systems. At the opposite end of the 

scale, there is a growing interest in describing the nonadiabatic dynamics of very large systems 

characterised by exciton transfer between chromophores.1-5 In fact, an analytical description of 

nonadiabatic transitions for a simple one-dimensional two-state system in the weak coupling 

limit has been available since 1932, developed simultaneously, and separately, by Landau, 

Zener, and Stueckelberg.6-8 In many cases Landau-Zener (LZ) theory works reasonably well 

even for larger, multidimensional systems. Later, Zhu and Nakamura built on this framework 

to produce a set of exact nonadiabatic transition probabilities for different types of nonadiabatic 

curve crossings.9-15 Zhu-Nakamura (ZN) theory is valid over the entire coupling regime, is 

fully analytical, and incorporates tunnelling contributions. Like LZ theory, it is formulated in 

a single dimension. 
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On-the-fly trajectory-based semiclassical dynamics accounts for the full dimensionality of a 

molecular system. For example, Tully's fewest switches surface hopping (FSSH) is a well-

known and efficient way of simulating femtosecond timescale processes in the excited state,16 

where the time evolution of a nuclear wavepacket is approximated by a swarm of independent 

trajectories that classically propagate the nuclear degrees of freedom on a potential energy 

surface (PES) calculated on-the-fly. Each trajectory can stochastically switch between 

electronic states in regions of strong nonadiabatic coupling. While FSSH has known 

shortcomings (including overcoherence, and neglect of tunnelling and interference effects)17, 

it often provides an accurate and scalable method that is now widely used to explore 

photochemical and photophysical phenomena, also for atmospheric chemistry.18-21 Given that 

FSSH typically has a sub-femtosecond integration time step, pushing the simulation into the 

nanosecond regime necessitates compromises with respect to the electronic structure method 

and number of trajectories. It has been suggested that this bottleneck might be overcome 

through machine learned energies and couplings.22  

 

For longer timescale simulations in the statistical regime, alternatives to conventional 

nonadiabatic dynamics strategies are needed. The energy grained master equation (EGME) is 

the numerical implementation of the exact master equation which discretises the density of 

states ρ, recasting it in matrix form. The EGME has recently been applied to the study of non-

RRKM reaction kinetics in the gas phase,23 in solution,24, 25 and in surface chemistry.26 Unlike 

FSSH, where an electronic structure calculation is performed at each step of a trajectory, an 

EGME calculation needs only the energies, frequencies and rotational constants of the relevant 

stationary points. This allows for the use of more computationally demanding electronic 

structure calculations and detailed sensitivity analyses on the results. The EGME also enables 

treatment of collisional activation and energy dissipation from the system. Furthermore, unlike 

molecular dynamics simulations where zero-point energy can leak, vibrational zero-point 

energy at the stationary points can be included explicitly in an ME calculation. Approaches to 

zero-point energy conservation in quantum-classical trajectories exist,27 but they are not 

adopted in the standard FSSH algorithm used in this work. Tunnelling corrections may also be 

included in the framework of the EGME approach using an asymmetric Eckart barrier28 or 

semiclassical WKB theory.29 Solving the ME returns temperature and pressure dependent 

species profiles, making it a useful tool for modelling atmospheric or interstellar reactions. 

 

Nonadiabatic analogues of standard statistical rate theories generalise classical transition state 

theory (TST) to reactions involving multiple PESs.30-32 For example, intersystem crossings 

have been successfully modelled by using both the LZ and ZN expression for the inter-state 

surface hopping probability at the minimum energy crossing point (MECP).33-36 Until recently, 

simulation of intersystem crossings in the surface hopping framework has been limited by the 

need for the global calculation of the spin-orbit coupling matrix elements37 or spin-orbit 

coupling gradients.38 It is now possible to run  FSSH simulations that include coupling between 

states of arbitrary spin multiplicity.39, 40 Using the LZ approach to describe coupling between 

states with differing multiplicity works well in the weak coupling regime, but fails for strong 

coupling.6 A nonadiabatic EGME model (NA-EGME) of internal conversion should instead 

use the ZN expression, which is able to accurately treat the analytical nonadiabatic transition 

probabilities for the full range of energies and couplings,10 giving the LZ result in the weak 

coupling limit, and the transition state theory result in the strong coupling limit. The ZN 

description of the coupling region can also be formulated to include contributions from 

tunnelling through the crossing barrier. In contrast to the full-DOF description of quantum-

classical dynamics, the ZN equations are only formulated for 1-D crossings. Here, we provide 
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evidence that – for seam-like crossings – the ZN approach offers a good approximation to 

describing nonadiabatic transitions between adiabatic states. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Main reaction channel for C6-HPALD photodissociation in 300-400 nm range.41 

In this work, we apply the NA-EGME to predict the dissociation rate of a photoexcited bi-

chromophoric hydroperoxy aldehyde, C6-HPALD, whose primary photodissociation channel 

is shown in Fig. 1. In order to evaluate the validity of this approach, we show that the NA-

EGME results are similar to the outcomes of nonadiabatic molecular dynamics (NA-MD, in 

this case FSSH). HPALDs are a class of molecules important in atmospheric chemistry, and it 

has been suggested that they participate in OH radical recycling in low NOx regions of the 

troposphere.42-47 As a product of isoprene oxidation, they contain an α,β-enone chromophore 

that absorbs sunlight in the UV range, which is close to a labile peroxide bond. Previous 

experiments investigating the photodissociation kinetics of C6-HPALD reported OH radical 

production under UV light.41 In this paper, we are less concerned with the atmospheric details 

of HPALD photodissociation, but rather with C6-HPALD as a prototypical example of a multi-

chromophore system with an interesting seam-like nonadiabatic coupling topology between 

two low-lying excited states. We show that the dissociation rate obtained using a NA-EGME 

model shows qualitative agreement with the results of NA-MD, at a significantly reduced 

computational cost. 

 

This paper is structured as follows. First, we describe how nonadiabatic effects can be included 

in an EGME model using ZN transition probabilities. Second, we describe the electronic 

structure calculations used to characterise the relevant excited states of C6-HPALD in the 

Franck-Condon region, and along the dissociative coordinate. Third, we describe the NA-MD 

and NA-EGME calculations and their adiabatic counterparts. Fourth, we compare the results 

of these contrasting methods for a single isolated reaction coordinate which corresponds to the 

molecule moving over a transition state on the S1 surface leading to photodissociation. Lastly, 

we extend both models to include all rotational conformers of C6-HPALD. 

 

2. Methods 
2.1 Constructing a nonadiabatic master equation  
The energy grained master equation (EGME) is a Markov-state model that has found 

widespread application to non-equilibrium problems in chemical kinetics.24, 25, 48-50 Most 

applications of EGME models focus on reactive processes on a single electronic state and do 

not incorporate nonadiabatic coupling. While strategies for calculating microcanonical rate 

coefficients for nonadiabatic processes do exist, to our knowledge there has only been one 

attempt to incorporate such transitions into an EGME framework. Plane et al.49 modelled 

temperature and pressure dependent intersystem crossing kinetics by treating the extended 
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seam between the singlet and triplet state as a dividing surface. The MECP between the states 

was treated as a pseudo-transition state, and the probability of spin-forbidden hopping 

transitions between these states was calculated by convoluting the density of states at the 

MECP with the LZ expressions to obtain microcanonical rate coefficients. 

 

Building on the work of Plane et al., we have extended the NA-EGME to calculate the rate of 

HPALD photodissociation, where the nonadiabatic transition of interest involves coupling 

between two states of the same multiplicity – i.e., significantly stronger coupling than the 

intersystem crossing investigated by Plane et al. The LZ model is ill-suited to internal 

conversion as it assumes the inter-state coupling is localised, and weak. For these reasons, we 

used ZN theory to describe nonadiabatic transition probabilities in the coupling region. The 

ZN equations produce the correct analytical hopping probability coefficients over the full range 

of coupling regimes for a 1-D nonadiabatic tunnelling type crossing,10, 51 returning the LZ result 

in the limit of weak coupling, and the classical transition state theory result in the limit of strong 

coupling. 

 

An adiabatic master equation model (A-EGME, illustrated in Fig. 2) is constructed from any 

number of connected potential energy wells (isomers) and the transition states between them. 

In order to make the problem computationally tractable, the energy of each species is 

discretised into bins or grains of a set size. The population density across each energy grain of 

every isomer in the system is then defined by a vector n(E,t), and it is possible to formulate a 

set of coupled differential equations in terms of n(E,t) that describe the time-evolution of the 

grain populations. Recasting these differential equations in matrix form defines the chemical 

master equation. 

 
∂𝐧(𝐸, 𝑡)

∂𝑡
= 𝐌𝐧(𝐸, 𝑡) (1) 

 

The matrix M is expressed as [ω(P-I)-k], where ω is the Lennard Jones collision frequency, P 

is a matrix of transition probabilities between grains, I is the identity, and k is a diagonal matrix 

of energy-resolved microcanonical rate constants, 𝑘(𝐸), for the reactive process. In the EGME, 

population transfer between grains can arise due to interactions with a bath gas or through 

reactive loss/gain to a connected isomer. Energy transfer as a result of bath interactions is 

typically modelled using an exponential down model. For reactions between different isomers, 

population transfer can only occur between corresponding grains of the same energy. This is 

included in the model through unimolecular microcanonical rate coefficients k(E) calculated 

from Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) theory. The RRKM microcanonical rate 

coefficient at energy E is 

 

𝑘(𝐸) =
𝑊(𝐸)

ℎ𝜌(𝐸)
(2) 

 

where 𝑊(𝐸) is the sum of rovibrational states at the optimised transition state geometry, and 

𝜌(𝐸) is the density of rovibrational states for the isomer. 
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Fig. 2: Left hand panel shows a standard A-EGME model describing a reactant and product species 

connected by a transition state. Right hand panel shows the NA-EGME, with nonadiabatic transitions 

integrated through the inclusion of energy resolved ZN transition probabilities to the upper state. 

Because the EGME can be used to model out-of-equilibrium phenomena,52 it is often applied 

to reactions in atmospheric and combustion chemistry which cannot be modelled with 

equilibrium TST techniques due to the non-Boltzmann distribution of energy in isomers. This 

allows us to replicate the non-equilibrium energy distribution of a wavepacket directly 

following photoexcitation. 

 

The NA-EGME model, illustrated in Fig. 2, is constructed analogously to the conventional 

ground state A-EGME, except that the microcanonical rate coefficients are not calculated 

through RRKM theory. Nonadiabatic coupling between states is included through an energy 

resolved ZN expression for the transition probabilities PZN between two diabatic states in the 

vicinity of a crossing point. We can then compute a set of nonadiabatic microcanonical rate 

coefficients 𝑘𝑁𝐴(𝐸) which transfer population between the different diabatic states. The 

expression for 𝑘𝑁𝐴(𝐸) is similar to the RRKM expression in equation 2, 

 

𝑘𝑁𝐴(𝐸) =
𝑁𝑇𝑆(𝐸)

ℎ𝜌𝑆1(𝐸)
(3) 

 

where the density of states at the optimised S1 minimum is 𝜌𝑆1 and 𝑁𝑇𝑆 is the convolution of 

the ZN transition probabilities 𝑃𝑍𝑁 and density of states at the transition state 𝜌𝑇𝑆. 

 

𝑁𝑇𝑆(𝐸) = ∫ 𝜌𝑇𝑆(𝐸 − 𝐸′)𝑃𝑍𝑁(𝐸)𝑑𝐸′
𝐸′

0

(4) 

 

 

The complete equations for 𝑃𝑍𝑁 are available in the SI, and implemented in MESMER (master 

equation solver for multi-well energy reactions).53  

 

3. Computational details 
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3.1 Characterising the excited state PESs 
C6-HPALD is a conformationally flexible molecule. A systemic rotor search performed in 

Avogadro V1.2.0 finds 7 conformational isomers which we label A-G. Ground state geometries 

of these conformers were then optimised with DFT/PBE0/TZVP and their analytical 

frequencies confirm that these geometries are local minima on the ground state PES.  

 

Excited state properties, including energies, nuclear gradients, and nonadiabatic couplings, can 

be calculated accurately and efficiently with linear response time dependent density functional 

theory (LR-TDDFT). LR-TDDFT, like DFT, is formally exact on the condition that the true 

frequency-dependent exchange correlation functional is used. Its shortfalls are well 

documented, including its tendency to underestimate energies of states with high charge 

transfer character54 or regions of the PES with strong coupling between ground and excited 

states.55 Nevertheless, LR-TDDFT is widely used for nonadiabatic dynamics simulations of 

larger systems due to its favourable scaling with basis set size.56, 57 Employing LR-TDDFT for 

excited state dynamics, however, always  requires a careful validation of its accuracy in 

comparison to high-level wavefunction methods. 

 

To determine a method for running NA-MD in the relevant region of the PESs, we performed 

a number of excited state benchmarks at the S0 geometry of the lowest energy conformer (B) 

of C6-HPALD. A scan along the PES cross section of the -O-OH internal coordinate was 

initiated at the S0 geometry of conformer B to validate the use of LR-TDDFT/PBE0/6-31G 

(calculated for 5 singlets) against MS(4)-CASPT2(10,8)/6-31G* and a number of other 

methods. The active space of the MS-CASPT2 calculation was selected to include the bonding 

and anti-bonding orbitals of the peroxide and α,β-enone chromophores, as well as the lone pairs 

on the oxygen atoms. All DFT/LR-TDDFT calculations in this paper were performed in 

Gaussian 16.58 Ground state energies at the optimised geometries were refined with density 

fitted CCSD(T)-f12//cc-pVDZ-f12//def2-QZVPP in Molpro 2019.59 MS-CASPT2 calculations 

were performed in OpenMolcas v18.09.60 

 

The transition state (S1-TS) on the S1 surface was optimised using an eigenvector following 

Berny algorithm in Gaussian 1658 with LR-TDDFT/PBE0/6-31G. Finding this first order 

saddle point on the S1 surface was not a trivial task: because the seam is quite sharp, 

optimisation steps that were too large would cause it to fall down the steep slopes of the ridge. 

The S1-TS geometry was verified through a vibrational frequency analysis that yielded a single 

imaginary frequency. An intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) scan was performed, initiated at 

this S1-TS geometry. Geometries of each conformer were optimised in the S1 state with the 

optimisation starting at their respective S0 geometry. The minimum energy conical intersection 

(MECI) between the S1 and S2 states was optimised by using the search algorithm described 

by Harvey et al..61 

 

3.2 Predicting the photoabsorption cross section to calculate photolysis rate 
The photoabsorption cross section of C6-HPALD has yet to be measured experimentally. We 

can predict it with ab initio methods by using the nuclear ensemble approach based on a 

harmonic Wigner distribution in the ground state62 which captures the broadening of the 

spectral bands. Ground state frequencies used to generate the Wigner distribution were 

calculated for each conformer with DFT/PBE0/TZVP. For each of the 7 conformers, 100 

nuclear configurations are sampled from their respective distribution. We calculate the 

absorption in the 300-400 nm range into the S1 and S2 electronic states separately, as well as 

the combined spectrum. For each sample point the vertical transitions and oscillator strengths 

are calculated with LR-TDDFT/PBE0/TZVP. Each peak is overlaid with a Lorentzian curve 
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whose phenomenological broadening is set to 0.05 eV to return a continuous spectrum. The 

final photoabsorption cross section is a linear combination of the spectra for each conformer 

where the Boltzmann weights of the conformers 𝜔𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 are calculated from their CCSD(T) 

electronic energies. We approximated the Gibbs free energy by the electronic energy because 

free energy corrections (from PBE0/TZVP frequencies) did not change the ordering of states. 

 

3.3 Trajectory surface hopping dynamics 
All trajectory dynamics simulations were performed using the following protocol, unless stated 

otherwise. Fewest switches surface hopping simulations were performed in Newton-X.31, 63 

Energies and gradients of the first four singlet states (S0- S3) were calculated at each step with 

LR-TDDFT/PBE0/6-31G using Gaussian 09.64 Energy based decoherence corrections were 

applied, as described by Granucci and Persico,65 with the decoherence parameter α set to 0.1 

a.u. Nonadiabatic coupling terms between electronic states were calculated using a time-

derivative coupling scheme.66 

 

The importance of the nonadiabatic effects was quantified by comparing against adiabatic 

molecular dynamics (A-MD) in which the nonadiabatic coupling between states was set to 0, 

effectively restricting the trajectories to the S1 state. A-MD calculations were also performed 

in Newton-X with identical initial conditions to the NA-MD run. 

 

Starting geometries and velocities for the trajectories were generated by randomly sampling 

points from a ground state Wigner distribution (for harmonic oscillators). For each conformer 

this distribution was constructed using DFT/PBE0/TZVP level normal mode frequencies at the 

optimised S0 geometries, where a larger basis set is selected to improve the quality of the 

distribution. In total, we ran 250 NA-MD and 50 A-MD trajectories, whose initial conditions 

corresponded to the Wigner distribution of conformer C. A further 109 trajectories were 

performed with both NA-MD and A-MD, corresponding to the realistic conformer distribution 

where the number of trajectories corresponds to the Boltzmann weight of the conformer in the 

ground state. All trajectories were initiated on the S1 electronic state as it corresponded to the 

strongest peak in the actinic region, λ > 320 nm, of the photoabsorption cross section (available 

in the SI, S5). 

 

All trajectories were propagated up to 4 ps or until photodissociation was observed. Total 

energy was conserved in all trajectories up to the end point of the trajectory. Because LR-

TDDFT fails to describe homolytic bond dissociation, trajectories were stopped soon after the 

dissociation was initiated. Classical nuclei were propagated with a 0.5 fs time step. The 

rationale behind this choice is discussed further in the SI (S9). 

 

3.4 Constructing a nonadiabatic EGME model from stationary points on the 

excited state PES 
Each electronic structure calculation used to construct an EGME model was performed at the 

same level of theory (LR-TDDFT/PBE0/6-31G) as that used for NA-MD so that we might 

directly compare the results. Energies of all stationary points were specified with respect to the 

energy of the geometry optimised S1 minimum which was treated as the reactant well in the 

model. Zero-point energy corrections were not used when defining the relative energies so as 

to make a direct comparison with results of dynamics calculations, in which ZPE was not 

rigorously constrained.  
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The electronic structure theory codes which we utilized provided states energies in the 

adiabatic (S0, S1, S2, etc.) representation. However, as illustrated in Fig. 2, the NA-EGME treats 

the different states in the diabatic representation (in this case an nπ* and n'σ* state), and requires 

as input an analytical form of the diabatic states in the vicinity of the crossing point to determine 

PZN at the seam. To derive a diabatic representation from the adiabatic energies, we considered 

only the coordinate along the imaginary eigenvector of the S1-TS Hessian, investigating 1D 

motion along the 3N-7 dimensional coupling seam. The eigenvector describing this motion 

takes the system across the nπ*/n'σ* seam, which corresponds to extension of the peroxide bond 

and loss of OH, denoted by reaction coordinate R. Energies of the S1 and S2 adiabatic states 

across this coordinate are used to fit the diabatic states near the TS. We do this by constructing 

a simple Hamiltonian, 𝐇(𝑅), which includes the two diabatic states and a coupling between 

them (𝐻12), assumed to be constant in that region. 

 

𝐇(𝑅) = (
𝐻11(𝑅) 𝐻12
𝐻12 𝐻22(𝑅)

) (6) 

 

Analytical expressions for its two eigenvalues, λ1 and λ2 are determined by diagonalizing 𝐇(𝑅). 
These eigenvalues correspond to the S1 and S2 adiabatic states respectively. Calculated 

adiabatic states were fitted to the analytical forms of the diabats given in equation 7. We 

assumed the dissociative state 𝐻22(𝑅) to have the form of an exponential decay, and the bound 

state, 𝐻11(𝑅), to have the form of a harmonic well. 

 

𝐻11(𝑅) = 𝐴𝜋∗(𝑅 − 𝛽𝜋∗)
2 + 𝜀𝜋∗ 

𝐻22(𝑅) = 𝐴𝜎∗𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑅𝛽𝜎∗) + 𝜀𝜎∗ (7) 
 

The fitted parameters (S11, S12) were used in the NA-EGME calculation to determine PZN and 

calculate a set of microcanonical rate constants for each energy grain. 

 

The initial population vector n(E,t0) was set up with N energy grains. To replicate the energy 

distribution of the wavepacket at the start of the dynamics, n(E,t0) must mirror the initial 

conditions used in the NA-MD calculations. Each initial condition sampled from the Wigner 

ensemble corresponds to an initial energy, a sum of its kinetic energy and its potential energy 

referenced to S1. The distribution of total energies resembles a normal distribution, with an 

average initial energy above the S1 minimum. This average energy corresponds to the ni
th 

energy grain in the population vector n(E,t) so the EGME calculations are initiated with 100% 

of the initial population in this grain. 

 

We used a grain size of 50 cm-1 in all EGME calculations and standard temperature and 

pressure (300K and 760 Torr) to replicate atmospheric conditions. Collision parameters used 

for the bath gas, He, were ε = 10.2 K and σ = 2.55 Å and the collisional energy transfer was 

treated using an exponential down model.67 The collisional energy transfer parameter is set to 

250 cm-1, a value which is typical under standard atmospheric conditions.50 Photodissociation 

was assumed to be irreversible and the dissociation products were treated as a sink. To quantify 

the impact of nonadiabatic effects at the nπ*/n'σ* seam in these EGME calculations, the same 

model was re-run without allowing nonadiabatic transitions, using a standard non-equilibrium 

ground state EGME model. Microcanonical k(E) were calculated using RRKM theory. 

 

The NA-EGME model was then modified by substituting MS(4)-CASPT2/6-31G* energies at 

the same LR-TDDFT optimised stationary points to refine the EGME result. These calculations 

use the same frequencies and rotational constants calculated with LR-TDDFT/PBE0/6-31G. 
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Single point energy calculations were performed for the following geometries: the S1 minimum 

of the B conformer; geometries found by taking steps along the imaginary eigenvector of S1-

TS. For the latter case, a crossing point between the diabatic surfaces is found at a small 

displacement from the S1-TS geometry. New diabats were fitted to the results of the scan, 

leading to slightly different ZN parameters.  

 

All EGME calculations reported in this study were performed using the open source master 

equation solver, MESMER.53  

 

 
Fig. 3: Geometries of the 7 rotational isomers of C6-HPALD. Relative energies, shown on chart, are 

refined with df-CCSD(T)-f12//cc-pVDZ-f12//def2-QZVPP.  

4. Results and Discussion 
4.1 Characterising the S1 and S2 PESs in the Franck-Condon region and at 

the crossing seam 
 

Ground state geometries and relative CCSD(T) energies of all 7 conformers are shown in Fig. 

3. Optimising these rotamer structures on the S1 PES with LR-TDDFT converged on 7 distinct 

structures that maintain the orientation of the peroxide and (-CH2CH3) branches such that there 

are multiple S1 minima. Conformer B remained the lowest energy conformer on the S1 PES. 

 

Our predicted photoabsorption cross section σ(λ), available in the SI, indicated that the majority 

of the photoexcitation in the UV-Vis region is into the S1 state. Integrating over σ(λ), actinic 

flux, and quantum yield in the actinic region we can make an ab initio estimate of the photolysis 

rate. Assuming a unity quantum yield we predict it to be 1.4×10-4 s-1, within a factor of three 

of the observed experimental rate of 6.3±0.1×10-5 s-1.41 The cross-section indicates that in the 

actinic region the strongest peak corresponds to absorption into the S1 state. 

 

Shapes of the excited state PESs along the peroxide bond coordinate calculated with LR-

TDDFT/PBE0/6-31G and MS-CASPT2(10,8)/6-31G* show good qualitative agreement. On 

this basis, we decided to use LR-TDDFT/PBE0/6-31G as the electronic structure method for 

all NA-MD and A-MD calculations in this paper. Rigid scans along the peroxide bond 

dissociation coordinate in Fig. 4 show a near degenerate region between the S1 and S2 states at 

1.65 Å, and between S2 and S3 states at 1.76 Å. Benchmarks using larger basis sets show that 

as the bond extends beyond 1.75 Å, LR-TDDFT provides a poor description of homolytic 

dissociation. This, however, will not be a significant problem for the dynamics because the S1 

potential is dissociative beyond this point, at which point trajectories were terminated. 
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Fig. 4: Energies of the first 4 excited states of conformer B calculated with LR-TDDFT/PBE0/6-31G 

and MS(4)-CASPT2(10,8)/6-31G*, alongside electron density difference plots between S0 and 

specified state at 2 points along the peroxide bond coordinate illustrating the change in diabatic 

character. 

 
Fig. 5: Scan of the S1/S2 nonadiabatic seam initiated at S1-TS, excitation energies calculated with LR-

TDDFT/PBE0/6-31G. Left panel highlights the extended near-degenerate (3N-7) seam. a) Diabatic 

trapping mechanism; b) Adiabatic passage across seam leading to loss of OH. 

The density difference plots shown in Fig. 4 shows that the nπ* transition which characterises 

the S1 state in the bound region of the PES (O-O extended to 1.6 Å) is located mostly on the 
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α,β-enone chromophore. At the same geometry, the n'σ* transition to the S2 state is located 

mostly along the -O-OH bond. When the peroxide bond is extended to 1.7 Å, the electronic 

character of the two states swaps, such that the S1 state is now characterised by the n'σ* 

transition. The region of strong nonadiabatic coupling observed between the S1 and S2 at 1.65 

Å in Fig. 4 is a single point on an extended (3N-7) seam where the nπ* and n'σ* diabatic states 

cross. We located critical points along this seam which included an S1/S2 MECI as well as a 

saddle point on the S1 surface (S1-TS) which is the minimum energy geometry in the space of 

this seam. The energy of the MECI is 31.3 kJ mol-1 above the S1 minimum of the lowest energy 

conformer, B. The energy of the S1-TS is at 16.1 kJ mol-1 relative to conformer B. Visualising 

the normal mode corresponding to the only imaginary frequency at the S1-TS showed 

synchronization between stretching in the -O-OH coordinate and compression in the C=O 

coordinate. This highlights that this mode couples the α,β-enone and peroxide chromophores 

and therefore will be important for describing the reaction coordinate. Furthermore, the 

remarkably high value of the imaginary frequency (νim = -3534.1 cm-1) illustrates the sharpness 

of the (3N-7) seam in the vicinity of the S1-TS. To visualise this seam, we performed a rigid 

2D scan along the -C=O and -O-OH stretching coordinates of C6-HPALD that correspond to 

the two coupling chromophores. Results of this scan are shown in FFig. 5. 

 

An intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) scan initiated at the S1-TS geometry converges on the 

dissociated structure and the S1 minimum of conformer C, as can be seen in Fig. 6. Energies, 

frequencies, and rotational constants at these critical points are tabulated in the SI. 

 

 
Fig. 6: Intrinsic reaction coordinate scan started at the S1-TS. Energy is shown relative to the S1 

minimum of conformer C. Geometries are shown at the terminal step of the IRC scan. Right panel 

shows a scan across the TS geometry along the eigenvector of the imaginary normal mode. Fitted 

diabatic states used in the NA-EGME calculation are shown in black. 

 

 

4.2 Direct comparison between NA-EGME and NA-MD for a single 

conformer 
 

Our exploration of the excited state PES located a direct reaction coordinate between the S1 

minimum of conformer C and the S1-TS, shown by the IRC in Fig. 6. In the following section, 
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we consider a simple photodissociation model based on a potential well (S1-C) and a single 

barrier (S1-TS) linked by this reaction coordinate, that ignores all other C6-HPALD 

conformations. We should highlight that the dissociation rate calculated here is distinct from 

the photolysis rate calculated in section 4.1; it is difficult to obtain a direct experimental 

measurement of the dissociation rate, given that experimental studies involve a photoexcitation 

step (and corresponding photo-excitation rate) which prepares the molecule in S1. 

 

4.2.1 Description of the seam crossing and OH loss rate from NA-MD  

We began by running 50 A-MD and NA-MD trajectories, whose initial conditions were 

sampled from the ground state Wigner distribution of conformer C. The two sets of trajectories 

shown in Fig. 7 are projected on to the -C=O and -O-OH coordinates, illustrating the passage 

of trajectories across the seam. By observing HPALD dynamics prior to dissociation we see 

that the molecule remains in the S1 potential well for a number of vibrational periods and 

explores the available phase space within its initial conformation. 

 

For all 50 NA-MD trajectories the net adiabatic population remained largely on the S1 state, 

with 90% hopping to the S2 state at some point during the run. Only a single trajectory hopped 

to the S3 state, and no population on S0 was ever observed. On this timescale we expect that 

the dynamics are limited to the S1 and S2 adiabatic states. In the Franck-Condon region of the 

PES the S1 state exhibits nπ* character and is near an S1 PES minimum. A-MD trajectories in 

Fig. 7 indicate that for loss of OH to occur, the -O-OH coordinate must extend in concert with 

the compression of the -C=O bond, causing the S1 state to change character from predominantly 

nπ* to the dissociative n'σ* character. The nuclear wavepacket must necessarily proceed across 

the seam adiabatically, however hopping to the non-dissociative S2 state can occur. 

 

 
Fig. 7: Projection of 50 A-MD and NA-MD trajectories of conformer C into the -C=O and -O-OH 

coordinates. NA-MD panel (right) illustrates the switch from S1 to S2 with a colour change. Background 

contour plot shows the shape of the S1 PES from a rigid scan initiated at the S1-TS (indicated by the 

black square) then scanned across these two coordinates, illustrating the S1 potential energy well where 

the trajectories are initialised, and the dissociative potential on the other side of the barrier. 

In Fig. 7, we observe that while many NA-MD trajectories that travel across the barrier rebound 

back towards the S1 well, almost all A-MD trajectories which cross the barrier dissociate. In 

the nonadiabatic case such motion visibly corresponds with a switch to the S2 state. This 
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mechanism is referred to as diabatic trapping (originally described by Martínez et al. as up-

funnelling) whereby a trajectory remains on the same diabatic state as it crosses the coupling 

region thereby preserving its electronic character.68, 69 Because of this, OH loss is faster for A-

MD trajectories since crossing this (3N-7) seam will necessarily lead to a dissociative outcome, 

whereas in NA-MD the trajectory might become trapped in S2 and rebound instead. A similar 

upwards hopping process is observed in the work of Blancafort et al. in the bis-adamantyl 

radical cation that contains two weakly coupled chromophores.70 We note some similarities 

between their system and ours, such as the extended near-degenerate seam between two 

adiabatic states. Qualitatively, we note that diabatic trapping is likely in systems where the 

conical intersection (CI) branching space vectors are of significantly different magnitude, as is 

the case here (CI branching space vectors available in the SI, S8). 

 

Next, we consider the rate of dissociation as determined by the dynamics. Three possible 

outcomes have been observed in the NA-MD results: loss of OH (38 trajectories), loss of HO2 

(9 trajectories), and no dissociative reaction (3 trajectories). The corresponding A-MD results 

are as follows: loss of OH (45 trajectories), loss of HO2 (3 trajectories), and no dissociative 

reaction (2 trajectories). A dissociative outcome is defined as the extension of either the C-

OOH or O-OH bond coordinate beyond 1.75 Å and 1.9 Å respectively. Benchmark scans of 

the PES along these coordinates have shown a potential barrier at 1.65 Å, beyond which the 

molecule is unlikely to recombine. Dissociating trajectories terminated soon after this 

nonadiabatic barrier is crossed due to the unreliability of LR-TDDFT in its description of 

homolytic dissociation. These trajectories are included in the analysis up to the point of 

dissociation since we can assume that once the bond has extended beyond the threshold, the 

rate coefficient for reassociation is very small. Loss of HO2 is a minor dissociative channel 

which has been suggested experimentally for other peroxides.71 Its mechanism in C6-HPALD 

appears to be linked with diabatic trapping because all NA-MD trajectories terminating in this 

way show an S2 to S1 hop 20 fs prior to dissociation. Given its low probability, and because it 

cannot be treated with a kinetic model, the HO2 loss channel is excluded in the following 

analyses. 

 

To ensure that the NA-MD result is converged we ran another 200 trajectories by using the 

same 50 initial conditions but inserting a new random seed for the surface hopping algorithm 

4 times.72 In Fig. 8 we see that the results are well converged with as few as 50 trajectories. 

Biexponential fits of HPALD population decay are available in the SI. A biexponential least-

squares fit indicates that there are two separate decay timescales.73 The fast decay corresponds 

to trajectories that dissociated ballistically (OH loss takes less than 200 fs), while others 

remained in the pre-dissociative S1 well until the trajectory was able to cross the seam allowing 

more time for intra-vibrational relaxation to occur. Decay constants for the slow fraction of the 

decay are 1.87 ps for NA-MD and 1.29 ps for A-MD. 

 

4.2.2 Calculating rate of OH loss using an NA-EGME model 

Our NA-EGME model assumes that to describe the primary photodissociation channel leading 

to the loss of OH we need only to consider the nπ*/n'σ* state coupling along a 1-D coordinate 

over the top of the TS. This necessitated only a normal mode analysis at the S1 minimum of 

conformer C (S1-C) and the S1-TS barrier which is energetically 14.13 kJ mol-1 higher. The 

optimised MECI is 15.2 kJ mol-1 above the S1-TS. The 3N-7 dimensional geometry of the 

nonadiabatic seam means the MECI is unlikely to be an important critical point since the 

molecule does not need to pass through it to reach the S2 state. For this reason, the MECI's 

influence on the dissociation rate can be neglected and we choose not to include it in the model. 

Total energies of the 50 initial conditions are normally distributed with the average initial 
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energy at 453.4 kJ mol-1 above the S1-C minimum. This energy corresponds to the 758th grain 

in the population vector n(E,t) and so, the EGME calculations were initiated with 100% of the 

population in this energy grain. 

 

The HPALD decay rates calculated using A-EGME and NA-EGME are presented in Fig. 8, 

illustrating that the photodissociation rates obtained with the trajectory-based approaches are 

qualitatively similar to those obtained from EGME models, and more importantly that both 

strategies capture the effect of diabatic trapping. Including nonadiabatic effects slows down 

the decay rate approximately 6-fold (τNA-EGME = 2.72 ps) in comparison to the rate calculated 

when nonadiabaticity is neglected (τA-EGME = 0.45 ps). The decay rate is shown to be robust to 

the initial energy grain distribution and small variations in frequencies by the sensitivity 

analyses provided in the SI. 

 

 

 
Fig. 8: Comparison of C6-HPALD decay rate between EGME and trajectory-based methods for 

conformer C. Convergence of NA-MD at 50 trajectories indicated by the similarity to the 250-trajectory 

result. 

 

4.3 Comparison of the two extended models, including all conformers 
Now that we have shown for the conformer C that both NA-EGME and NA-MD results capture 

the effect of diabatic trapping during the OH photodissociation process, we will extend this 

simple model to include all conformers of C6-HPALD highlighted  in Fig. 3. For the dynamics 

calculations we simply projected the ground state conformer distribution into the excited state 

such that the set of trajectory initial conditions was representative of the rotamer distribution. 

Boltzmann weights of the A-G conformers (listed in the SI, S2) determine the number of 

trajectories to be run for each. For TST-type methods like EGME, molecular torsions can be 

challenging because the rigid rotor approximation breaks down due to the highly anharmonic 

hindered rotor modes. Ideally, each conformation and its corresponding TS should be treated 

separately.74 However, for 7 rotational conformers this approach would necessitate a 
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cumbersome search for 30 separate TSs in a 3N dimensional phase space. Instead, we propose 

a pared down model that uses the global conformer minimum (S1-B) and the S1-TS to calculate 

the OH loss rate.  

 

4.3.1 Conformational changes and realistic dynamics of OH loss in NA-MD trajectories 

The relative numbers of trajectories initiated at each conformer corresponds to their Boltzmann 

weight in the ground state calculated using CCSD(T) energies: A: 24; B: 50; C: 5; D: 16; E: 3; 

and F: 11.  

 

Dihedral angles ϕ1 and ϕ2 can be used as a shorthand to distinguish the conformers over the 

course of a trajectory. This can be seen in Fig. 9 which shows all of the dissociating trajectories 

exploring the rotational phase space and highlighting that the timescale of conformer 

interconversion is comparable to that of OH loss. Trajectories corresponding to conformers C 

and F especially tend to remain conformationally locked, supporting our previous assumption 

that conformer C could be treated independently. There is a flux of trajectories from conformer 

B to C suggesting that the rotational barrier towards C is small. 

 

 

 

Fig. 9: HPALD conformer interconversion over a 4 ps timescale. Left panel shows the evolution of the 

two dihedral angle coordinates ϕ1 and ϕ 2 that define the conformation of the HPALD molecule at a 

given time step for all 109 NA-MD trajectories. Right panel shows 50 trajectories of conformer C only. 

Of the 109 NA-MD trajectories initiated on the S1 state we observed the following outcomes: 

loss of OH (50 trajectories), loss of HO2 (15); no dissociation (43). The corresponding results 

of the A-MD simulations are: loss of OH (82), loss of HO2 (10), no dissociation (17). The 95% 

margin of error shown by the error bars in Fig. 10c illustrates that the difference between 

dissociative outcomes in adiabatic vs. nonadiabatic simulations is significant. 
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Analysis of the mean adiabatic population shows that on average population remained on the 

S1 surface, rarely falling below 95%, with a fraction of population moving into the S2 state. 

Very few trajectories hopped into the S3 state and no population of the S0 state was observed 

on the timescale of the simulation. The survival probability is fitted to an exponential decay, 

with a first order lifetime, τNA-MD, of 4.6 ps. The A-MD results of OH loss are better fitted to a 

double exponential, shown in Fig. 10d. Approximately a quarter of A-MD trajectories are 

dissociated on a fast timescale with a lifetime, τfast, of 58 fs. The rest of the trajectories 

dissociate on a similar timescale to the NA-MD simulations with lifetime, τslow, of 2.4 ps. 

 

 

Fig. 10: Dynamics results for all conformers of C6-HPALD. a) An example of a diabatically trapped 

trajectory where the switch to S2 is illustrated by a colour change. b) Example A-MD trajectory that 

moves in the S1 well for a number of vibrational periods before crossing the barrier and dissociating 

immediately. c) Outcomes of the 109 trajectories with 95% confidence intervals showing that 

differences between NA-MD and A-MD are significant. We calculate the error for a sample proportion 
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as 𝑍√𝑝(1 − 𝑝)/𝑛 where p is the proportion of trajectories with given outcome, n is the number of 

trajectories, and Z the multiplier giving the 95% confidence interval. d) Survival probabilities with 

respect to OH loss, fitted to exponential decay functions.  

4.3.2 An approximate all-conformer NA-EGME model for OH loss 

Now that we have the results of trajectory dynamics initiated from a realistic ground state 

conformer distribution, we can construct a new, more realistic, NA-EGME model. Since a large 

fraction (50 out of 109) of the trajectories were initiated from the conformer B initial condition 

we use its S1 minimum as the reactant well (S1-B) and the S1-TS. The average initial energy of 

these trajectories was at 487.0 kJ mol-1 above the S1-B minimum corresponding to the 814th 

energy grain in the population vector n(E,t). Results of the NA-EGME calculations based on 

this model are shown in Fig. 11. We see that including nonadiabaticity once again has a strong 

effect on the microcanonical rate coefficients shown in the inset. The nonadiabatic lifetime τZN 

is 1.7 ps, once again ~6x greater than the adiabatic lifetime, τRRKM = 0.3 ps. 

 

We have tested the importance of torsional anharmonicity using the hindered rotor approach, 

as implemented in MESMER. This sensitivity analysis ensures that the presence of anharmonic 

rotational modes does not significantly alter the ratio of densities of states, and the 

corresponding decay constants. Normal mode frequencies corresponding to torsional motion 

were projected out of the Hessian.75 Results of rigid torsional scans performed over 4 torsional 

bonds at the S1-B minimum and S1-TS geometries were input into the MESMER calculation. 

Results available in the SI (S14) show that incorporating these torsional effects does not 

significantly impact the reaction profiles. We suggest this could be due to the similarity 

between torsional profiles at the S1 minimum and TS geometries that result in a cancellation 

of errors. 

 
Fig. 11: Results of EGME calculations, with microcanonical rates calculated using an adiabatic (A-

EGME) and a nonadiabatic (NA-EGME) expression. Inset shows the energy resolved microcanonical 

rate constants (kRRKM and kZN) and the ZN transition probability (black line). 
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An implicit assumption in this treatment of hindered rotations is that rotamer interconversion 

is fast on the reaction timescale. However, conformational analysis of the trajectories in Fig. 9 

shows that while internal rotations are present, they are not fast. For this simplified model we 

make an approximation to consider only the global S1 minimum (S1-B) and a single lowest 

point on the (3N-7) seam (S1-TS). Similarity between the frequencies and rotational constants 

of the conformers suggest that this is an acceptable compromise in this case. 

 

4.3.3 Correcting the NA-EGME model with MS-CASPT2 energies 

Our NA-EGME model could be improved by the addition of all inter-conformer transition 

states. However, the need to search for each critical point on a 3N dimensional PES can 

undermine the simplicity of the approach proposed here. Instead, we can exploit the 

comparatively low computational cost of the EGME calculations by using energies calculated 

with a more sophisticated, multireference, electronic structure method at the stationary points. 

By assuming that the locations of the stationary points optimised with LR-TDDFT give a 

broadly accurate representation of the PES, the model can be adjusted by using MS(4)-

CASPT2(10,8)/6-31G* energies (with LR-TDDFT frequencies and rotational constants) to 

calculate the population profile of HPALD over time. Results of this scan are shown in Fig. 

12. New parameters are used in the ZN equations, based on the fitting of diabats to new MS-

CASPT2 energies calculated across the same eigenvector coordinate as in the earlier 

calculation. 

 
Fig. 12: MS(4)-CASPT2(10,8)/6-31G* scan across the S1-TS geometry along the eigenvector of the 

imaginary normal mode, optimised with LR-TDDFT/PBE0/6-31G. Fitted diabatic states used for 

parameter fitting in the NA-EGME calculation are shown in black 

Results of NA-EGME calculations based on MS-CASPT2 energies show that the difference 

between the nonadiabatic and adiabatic rates is more significant than that produced using 

TDDFT/PBE0 energies. The adiabatic lifetime of HPALD is τA-EGME = 0.44 ps whereas the 

nonadiabatic lifetime, τNA-EGME = 30 ps, is 70 times slower. Nonadiabatic coupling between the 

states is weaker increasing the likelihood of transition to the S2 state illustrating the sensitivity 

of the coupling strength to the selected electronic structure method. To improve the quality of 

the model, accurate multireference methods – often too expensive for on-the-fly excited state 

dynamics – must be used and we showed in this section how they can be built in to the EGME 

approach. 
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5 Discussion 
The most direct comparison between the two approaches can be seen in the models that isolate 

conformer C. Fig. 8 demonstrates the remarkable similarity between the results of trajectory-

based methods and EGME: the NA-MD photodissociation lifetime τNA-MD = 1.9 ps is 

comparable to the NA-EGME lifetime τNA-EGME = 2.7 ps. The impact of nonadiabatic effects 

on the photodissociation rate is stronger in the EGME results: the calculated adiabatic lifetimes 

are τA-EGME = 0.5 ps and τA-MD = 1.29 ps. A direct comparison between the decay rates in the 

extended models that include all conformers can be seen in Fig. 13. Nonadiabatic EGME and 

NA-MD methods returned lifetimes differing by less than factor of 3: τNA-EGME = 1.7 ps and 

τNA-MD = 4.6 ps. That these results match to within an order of magnitude is remarkable given 

the stark differences between the two approaches. For the adiabatic simulations the comparison 

is made with the slow component of the fitted decay, with τA-EGME = 0.31 ps and τA-MD = 2.4 

ps, out by less than a factor of 8. Trajectory surface hopping simulations indicate that a diabatic 

trapping mechanism is responsible for this deceleration as it causes the nuclear wavepacket to 

be trapped in a bound diabatic state, preventing direct dissociation. To quantify the impact of 

nonadiabatic effects at the seam, we compare the ratios of the nonadiabatic/adiabatic lifetimes 

for both the dynamical and the master equation approaches. We note that Plasser et al.76 

showed, in the context of surface hopping and Landau-Zener probabilities, that the difference 

between the adiabatic and nonadiabatic rates in diabatic trapping processes can be related to 

the electronic transmission coefficient. This value is 1.9 for the trajectory methods, and 5.5 for 

the kinetic model. The difference may arise in part from the assumption within the EGME 

model that allows for only a single seam crossing. Formulations of LZ transition probability 

that allow for multiple recrossing of the seam have been developed, notably by Delos and 

Nikitin77, 78 and could be applied to this method in future work. Another fundamental difference 

is that EGME is a statistical method which assumes that the system is ergodic - i.e. energy has 

no preference for residing in a specific mode and can be instantaneously exchanged with all of 

the available modes in a particular molecule. The accuracy of the ergodicity assumption 

typically applies to timescales longer than 4 ps. For any dynamical approach at short timescales 

(including excited-state dynamics), the energy is likely to be distributed in a non-Boltzmann 

way due to the out-of-equilibrium nature of the dynamics following photoexcitation, and the 

fact that the timescale for energy redistribution amongst intramolecular modes is finite. Unlike 

a dynamical approach in which excited-state trajectories can explore different regions of the 

intersection space, the EGME is ignorant of the broader PES topology, given that the crossing 

can only occur at the TS along the defined one-dimensional coordinate. We finally note that 

nonadiabatic tunnelling effects are built-in to the Zhu-Nakamura formulas. 

 

It is also important to highlight that the excited-state dynamics performed here assume the 

formation of a nuclear wavepacket upon light absorption. Such initial condition corresponds to 

a scenario where the molecule is photoexcited by an ultrashort laser pulse, rather than 

continuous irradiation with sunlight as it would happen under atmospheric conditions. The 

question of selecting proper initial conditions for the excited-state dynamics of atmospheric 

molecules is discussed further in Suchan et al..79 A protocol aiming at simulating sunlight 

absorption processes was also recently proposed.80 In the context of this work, this assumption 

does not affect the comparison between the EGME models and the dynamics, but does limit 

the claims we can make about the atmospheric implications of our results.  
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Fig. 13: Side-by-side comparison of the two models used to calculate the dissociation rate for C6-

HPALD. The fit to the population decay is presented for both NA-MD and AIMS. 

In this paper we aimed to validate a nonadiabatic EGME model against NA-MD by calculating 

the rate of OH loss in C6-HPALD, which has been experimentally investigated by Wolfe et 

al..41 We highlight the approximations made in the construction of the master equation model 

and outline how this model can be improved. Many features of the C6-HPALD dissociation 

process seem to justify these approximations. This includes the picosecond timescale of 

photodissociation; ease of energy exchange between the many modes of HPALD; the (3N-7) 

geometry of the seam which makes the 1-D seam crossing model appropriate. Of course, the 

exploratory value of running dynamics simulations cannot be superseded by a model that 

requires existing knowledge of important stationary points. Without performing the NA-MD 

calculations the diabatic trapping mechanism would not have been identified. Nonadiabatic 

transitions are ultimately caused by nuclear motion and so atomistic simulations are necessary 

for an accurate description of wavepacket dynamics. However, when nonadiabatic transitions 

between excited states occur on a slow timescale we are limited by the computational cost of 

running long trajectories and using the NA-EGME model allows us to refine the energies of 

the critical points whilst reproducing the overall impact of diabatic trapping on the 

photodissociation rate. The NA-MD calculations are without any doubts more computationally 

expensive than the NA-EGME approach and would scale less favourably with the number of 

nuclear degrees of freedom. In instances of slow photodynamic reactions with known 

mechanisms, alternative models might be explored before choosing to run trajectory dynamics. 

 

The workflow to perform a nonadiabatic EGME analysis on this type of crossing can then be 

summarised as follows. 

1. Locate and characterise the critical points on the excited state PES. These include the 

bound minima near the Franck-Condon region, the conical intersections, and the adjacent 

transition states. 

2. Identify the normal mode at the crossing point that corresponds to the exciton moving 

from one chromophore to the other. 
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3. Perform a scan across this normal mode and fit the shape of the crossing point to a 1-

dimensional analytical model. 

4. Construct an EGME model of the seam crossing, using the fitting parameters obtained 

in step 3 for ZN transition probabilities. This utility is currently implemented in MESMER. 

 

These findings describe a type of crossing between adiabatic surfaces that is intermediate to 

the traditional representation of a two-cone type conical intersection (Fig. 14, left panel) and a 

fully degenerate seam one might see in the context of intersystem crossing (Fig. 14, right 

panel).  The protocol described here is applicable when calculating rates for this type of trivially 

unavoided crossing i.e. when collapsing the reaction coordinate to a single dimension is 

appropriate. These coordinates could be identified through principal component analysis of 

trajectory dynamics. 

 
Fig. 14: Types of crossings between adiabatic states, the geometry of the intersection is determined by 

the extent of the nonadiabatic coupling between states. Central panel represents a model topology like 

that of the nπ*/n'σ* crossing in C6-HPALD where the CI is only a single point on an extended seam 

and so becomes less important in the overall description of the nonadiabatic transition. 

 

6. Conclusions 
We directly compared the performance of NA-MD to that of a nonadiabatic EGME model by 

conducting two side-by-side studies of C6-HPALD photodissociation. Both methods establish 

that the nonadiabatic coupling at the extended seam is significant and reduces the rate of OH 

loss. The lifetimes of C6-HPALD based on these fundamentally different models indicate that 

a reduced dimensionality NA-EGME treatment for avoided crossings can reproduce results of 

dynamics to within an order of magnitude. Further work is needed to investigate the rate of 

intra-vibrational relaxation between all modes, so as to determine the exact limits of the regime 

where this kind of protocol can be applied. Similarity between the dynamic and EGME results 

also raises the question of timescale, since intra-vibrational relaxation must be fast to satisfy 

the key assumption of RRKM theory. It is unclear whether this is satisfied in this case, and so 

merits further work to investigate the energy redistribution between modes prior to the 

dissociation. Some purely dynamical features such as loss of HO2 could not be included in an 

EGME treatment, and merit further exploration to determine the significance of HO2 loss to 

the atmospheric mechanism. Alongside the significant improvement in computational cost we 

highlight that approaching this photodissociation mechanism from both the kinetic and the 

dynamic perspective offers insights into different aspects of the dissociative process. 

 

Supporting Information 
The SI contains the optimised ground state geometries of all C6-HPALD conformers; their 

energies and Boltzmann weights; a set of electronic structure benchmarks for its exited states; 

the photoabsorption cross-section; optimised geometries on the S1 state; energies, frequencies, 
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and rotational constants of critical points on the S1 state; branching space vectors of the MECI; 

plot of peroxide bond lengths over the course of the trajectory; fits of the MD decay rates; 

discussion of time step size for MD; parameters of the diabatic crossings in 1-D for the LR-

TDDFT and MS-CASPT2 TS; sensitivity tests for the EGME model; hindered rotor corrections 

for the EGME model; full set of Zhu-Nakamura equations; MESMER input files. 
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